Abstract-A systematic design method for microstrip bandpass filters with both dual-passband response and multi-spurious suppression is proposed in this letter. The filter is composed of stepped impedance resonators (SIRs). A novel asymmetric SIR structure is proposed to effectively increase the degree of freedom in the dual-passband bandwidth design. As a consequence, the transmission zero of the coupling stage could be used to suppress the unwanted higher order spurious responses. A complete design procedure considering both the synthesis of passband responses and the suppression of spurious responses is also depicted in detail. A fifth order filter is designed and fabricated to demonstrate this idea. The measured results show that the upper stopband can have an attenuation level near 30 dB up to more than 20 GHz (8.16 0 ).
I. INTRODUCTION
D UAL-BAND, even tri-band, operation for RF devices has become a widespread tendency in recent wireless communication systems for enhancing the system functionality. In recent years, multi-band filters used as key components in the front end of a wireless communication system have been proposed and investigated extensively in the related academic community [1] - [5] . All these multi-band filters discussed above suffer from the unwanted higher order spurious responses, which deteriorates the rejection levels and bandwidth of the upper stopband and can greatly limit their applications. Many techniques have been proposed to tackle this problem for the single-passband filter [6] - [8] , but very little has been done for the dual-band one. In the previous work [9] , the idea in [10] is adopted to suppress the higher order spurious responses. However, the rejection level is obviously degraded due to the limited tuning ranges of the higher order resonant frequencies of the constitutive SIRs.
A novel asymmetric SIR is proposed in this letter to increase the degree of freedom when designing the bandwidth of a dualpassband filter. Therefore, the over-coupled structure in [7] can be suitably used to suppress the unwanted higher order spurious responses. Section II will introduce the asymmetric structure of SIR and depict the overall design process. The measured responses of the fabricated filter will be shown and compared with the simulation ones in Section III, and the conclusion will be drawn in Section IV.
II. ASYMMETRIC SIR AND FILTER DESIGN PROCEDURE

A. Asymmetric SIR
The proposed asymmetric SIR is plotted in Fig. 1 
(b). The input impedance
seen at the center of the SIR in Fig. 1(b) can be derived. The resonant conditions for odd mode and even mode can be collated as (1) (2) where and . If let and , (1) and (2) can be simplified to the form of the resonance conditions for traditional SIRs as in [8] . In other words, as long as the above conditions are held, the line widths of the asymmetric SIR can be arbitrarily changed without affecting the SIR resonant characteristics. Hence, the degree of freedom in the bandwidth design of the filter can be effectively increased.
B. Filter Design Procedure
First, the SIR parameters, including impedance ratio and length ratio , must be determined. In Fig. 2 Fig. 2 . A fifth-order dual-passband filter as shown in Fig. 3(c) is designed and fabricated to demonstrate the proposed ideas in this letter. The filter has five resonators (SIR -SIR ) and four coupled stages -, and is symmetrical at the center. CS and CS are expected to suppress the spurious response at while CS and CS are used to cope with the unwanted harmonic at . The transmission zeros of CS and CS are located at , and those of CS and CS are at . Then, the fractional bandwidth design graph can be established as shown in Fig. 4 . The passband ripples for the first and second passband are 0.01 dB and 0.1 dB respectively. If represents the th element value of the low-pass filter prototype of the th passband, and for the Chebyschev filter. The bandwidth design graph can be divided into two portions. The dash line is for CS and CS while the solid one is for CS and CS . The shadow region represents the realizable fractional bandwidth for both bands in the given circuit size range of and . The range of is from 7.24% to 19.35%, and that of is between 5.63% and 12.39%. The scope of the shadow region can be adjusted by the element values of the low-pass filter prototype. Based on Fig. 4 , and are chosen to be 10% and 7% respectively. The corresponding coupled stage circuit sizes for CS and CS are (0.5777, 0.7843), and those for CS and CS are (0.2487, 0.9655). The last step is to complete the design of tapped-line input/output as plotted in Fig. 3(b) . By the method similar to that in [5] , appropriate values of for can be 0.317 or 0.683, and the load impedances at the input/output points have an identical value of 164.35 . Based on [11] , the dual-band frequency transformer with dimensions and mm can satisfy this demand. The parameters, and , in Fig. 3 (b) refer to the line width and line length of the 50 line which is connected to the SMA connector for measurement. The systematic design process mentioned above can be applied to the design of even higher order filters.
III. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT
The fifth-order filter is simulated by the full-wave commercial EM simulator IE3D and fabricated on a high frequency laminate RT/duroid ® 5880 with and mm. The simulation and measured frequency responses are plotted in Fig. 5 , and the circuit layout with detailed circuit dimensions noted in the figure legend is shown in Fig. 3(c) . The measured results agree well with the simulation ones. The insertion losses at and are 2.12 dB and 2.33 dB respectively, and both return losses are greater than 12 dB. It can be shown that the spurious responses at ( GHz) and ( GHz) are effectively suppressed. The upper stopband can have an attenuation level near 30 dB up to more than 20 GHz .
IV. CONCLUSION
This letter brings up a complete design methodology for spurious-free microstrip line dual-passband filters. A novel idea of asymmetric SIR is proposed herein. One can arbitrarily change the line widths of the SIR without affecting its resonant characteristics. This particular feature can effectively increase the degree of freedom in the dual-passband bandwidth design and facilitate the structure of over-coupled stage in [7] to become an appropriate choice for spurious responses suppression. A fifth-order filter is designed and fabricated to demonstrate the proposed ideas. The measured and simulation responses agree well with each other and show that good inband responses and upper stopband attenuation can be achieved simultaneously.
